INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

- Ascending and descending exclusively on marked stops
- Always keep a balance on your card
- Bring your card close to the Validator
- Move to the rear of the bus
- Acknowledge exclusive areas!

Recomendations and safety

In the street
- Cross at street corners and pedestrian crossings
- Before crossing turn to both sides
- Follow the indications of pedestrian traffic lights

METHOD OF PAYMENT

You can purchase and recharge your cards in every Metrobús stations and participating stores marked by

PURCHASE AND RECHARGE

Stations have card vending machines. The machines accept Mx pesos cash/coins only. Insert only what you wish to put on the card.

TRANSFER

FOR A SUCCESSFUL TRANSFER

1) Enter the entry and transfer DO NOT make any recharge or check balance.
2) At the transfer station or bus present your card at the validator.
3) The transfer is valid for two hours in one direction.

¡Keep your card with enough balance!
safe - fast - comfortable

INFORMATION
Cards:
5130.3597

Service and Operation:
5761.6858 y 5761.6860 ext. 121 y 136

alencion_usuarios@metrobus.df.gob.mx
www.metrobus.df.gob.mx

LOCATE YOUR STOP
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